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The classical antigen presentation pathway consists of two monomorphic (proteasome and TAP) and one
polymorphic components (MHC Class I). Viruses can escape CTL responses by mutating an epitope so that it
is no longer correctly processed by the pathway. Whereas escape mutations that affect MHC binding are
typically no longer under selection pressure in the next host of the virus (as hosts differ in their MHC alleles),
escape mutations that affect the antigen processing of epitope precursors prevent the use of those epitope
precursors by any of the MHC alleles in a host population. Viruses might therefore be under selection
pressure to adapt to the monomorphic proteasome and TAP.
We designed an agent-based model of a host population, in which an HIV-1 like virus adapts to the antigen
presentation pathway of individual hosts, as the virus spreads through the population. We studied how the
polymorphism of the MHC and the monomorphism of the proteasome and TAP affected the level of
adaptation to the host population that the virus could reach.
We found that due to the polymorphism and high specificity of the MHC class I molecules, the CTL epitopes
that are targeted by the CTL responses of different hosts do not share many epitope precursors. Therefore,
escape mutations in epitope precursors are frequently released from immune selection pressure, and can
revert back to the virus wildtype sequence. As a result, the selection pressure on the virus to adapt to the
proteasome and TAP is relatively small, which explains the low level of adaptation of the virus to the
monomorphic steps in the antigen presentation pathway.
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Introduction

The MHC-I antigen presentation pathway provides the immune
system with a way to detect intracellular pathogens, by displaying
intracellular protein fragments on the cell surface. One of the most
remarkable features of this pathway is the highdegree of polymorphism
in one of its components:with over 2300 alleles known (Robinson et al.,
2006; Sayers et al., 2009), the major histocompatibility (MHC) class I
molecules are the most polymorphic genes in the human genome. This
polymorphism is thought tohave developed in response to the selection
pressure exerted by pathogens in at least two ways: by means of the
heterozygote advantage (Doherty and Zinkernagel, 1975; Carrington
et al., 1999),which is the ability of heterozygotehosts to present awider
range of epitopes, and the rare allele advantage (Slade and McCallum,
1992; Langefors et al., 2001; Trachtenberg et al., 2003; Borghans et al.,
2004), which states that pathogens encounter rare MHC alleles less
frequently, and will therefore carry fewer escape mutations with them
that affect these MHC alleles.

The antigen presentation pathway involves two other major
molecules besides the polymorphic MHC alleles: the proteasome that
cleaves proteins into small fragments, and the transporter associated
with antigen processing (TAP) that transports peptide fragments into
the endoplasmic reticulum, where these peptides (epitope precursors)
bind to the MHC, and thus become Cytotoxic T Lymphocyte (CTL)
epitopes. Surprisingly, it is only the last step of the pathway that has
developed a large degree of polymorphism, even though viruses can
escape CTL responses against epitopes by generating escape mutations
for any of the steps in the antigen presentation pathway (Yokomaku
et al., 2004; Kwun et al., 2007). It would seem that on the population
level there is a fitness advantage for viruses to escape CTL epitopes by
escaping the monomorphic proteasome and TAP, rather than the
polymorphic MHC.

In Schmid et al. (2008) we studied 25 years of available HIV-1
sequence data, and found that HIV-1 did not appear to accumulate
epitope precursor escape mutations. We postulated a mechanism why
HIV-1 would not be able to adapt massively to the monomorphic
components of the antigen presentation pathway, based on the
revents pathogens from adapting to the antigen
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specificityof theMHCmoleculeswithin ahost, and thepolymorphismof
the MHC in the population. We argued that these two characteristics of
theMHCwould result in an intermittent exposure of epitope precursors
to immune selection pressure, as HIV-1 is transmitted from one host to
another. Without a constant selection pressure to maintain epitope
precursor escapes, suchmutations could frequently revert back into the
wildtype sequence.

In this paper we quantify the ability of an HIV-1 like virus to adapt
its genome to escape epitope precursor processing and MHC Class I
binding in an MHC class I polymorphic host population, using an
agent-based simulation model. In all simulations, the virus reaches a
quasi-steady state in which the accumulation of new escape
mutations is balanced by the reversion of escape mutations that are
not under immune selection pressure in the current host of the virus.
For HIV-1 like parameters, this quasi-steady state is reached within a
few decades after the start of the epidemic, at which the virus carries
pre-adaptations (i.e. the fraction of CTL epitopes for which the virus
carries escape mutations at the time of infection of a new host) for
approximately 35% of the dominant CTL epitopes that a new host
could have responded against. 86% of these immune escapemutations
are MHC-bindingmutations, and 29% are epitope precursormutations
(these percentages do not sum up to 100% because a single epitope
can carry an escape mutation that affects both MHC binding and
epitope precursor processing at the same time).

Concluding, the presence of an MHC polymorphism in combina-
tion with the high specificity of the MHC class I molecules reduces the
shared usage of epitope precursors between different hosts to a very
low level. As a result, the selection pressure on the virus to adapt to
the monomorphic proteasome and TAP is smaller than expected, and
does not result in a massive amount of adaptation to these
monomorphic molecules.
Materials and methods

Agent-based model: actors and events

The agent-based model consists of two types of actors (hosts and
viruses), and five types of events (procreation, death and new
relationship for the hosts, and escape and reversion for the virus).
The time-step of the model is one month. The events that will take
place in each month are determined by the predefined frequency of
those events per year, and are subsequently applied in a random order
to all the hosts in the population. For the default settings, each host
participates (on average) in 0.25 procreation events, 1 death event,
and 0.5 new relationship events per year, and each virus in 4 escape,
and 2 reversion events per year. The following is a detailed description
of the events and actors of the model, as well as a motivation for the
used parameter values.

• Host procreation: the selected host passes on its proteasome, TAP
and half of its MHC alleles (1 human leukocyte antigen A (HLA-A)
allele, and 1 HLA-B allele) to its child. The other half of the MHC
alleles are drawn from a constant pool of MHC alleles in order to
keep the polymorphism and relative frequency of MHC alleles in the
host population close to that of the initial distribution. The chance of
successful childbirth decreases linearly with the population size, i.e.
we have logistic growth. For simplicity, newborn children are given
the age of 15, and are immediately added to the host population.

In the simulations with a realistic MHC polymorphism, the pool of
MHCalleles ismodeled inpolymorphismand frequency after the2-digit
MHC Class I diversity in the European population (Fig. 1A), as found in
the dbMHC-Anthropology database (Sayers et al., 2009). In the
simulations in which we vary the MHC polymorphism, the MHC alleles
have equal frequencies.
Please cite this article as: Schmid, B.V., et al., Quantifying how MHC
presentation pathway, Epidemics (2010), doi:10.1016/j.epidem.2010.05
• Host death: the host is removed from the population if it fails to pass
an age- and disease-dependent death chance D, which is described
by the equation

D = e0:1A−10:5 + e−0:4A−8 + e0:1YV−5
: ð1Þ

The death chance consist of an age in years, A, specific component,
which is fitted to the intrinsic death rate of North Americans (Gompertz,
1825;Carnes et al., 2006;Hallén, 2007), andadisease-specific component,
which is afitted function of the time since infection in years, Y, and the log
viral load, V (Lavreys et al., 2006). The disease-specific component of
Eq. (1) is only applied to infected individuals. The relation between
survival and viral load is plotted in Fig. 1C.

• Host new relationship: a short-term relationship starts between
two hosts. Transmission of the virus can happen in both directions
between the host and a randomly selected partner if one, but not
both of them are infected. The chance to transmit the virus, T, during
the relationship is described by the equation

T = 1− 1−10−6e1:8V
� �C

; ð2Þ

which is fitted to the relationship between the log viral load, V, and the
chance of infection during a single sexual contact (Chakraborty et al.,
2001) (Fig. 1B, solid line), and the number of sexual contacts during a
relationship, C. The default length of a short-term relationship in the
model is 2 years, for which C is set to 240 sexual contacts (i.e. 10
permonth,Wawer et al., 2005). The probability of transmitting the virus
is higher when the relationship overlaps with the acute phase of the
disease in one of the hosts (first 3months of the infection), as during the
acute phase the viral load is temporarily increased with 2 logs
(Fig. 1B, dotted lines).

In simulations where we changed the number of relationships per
year,we took care to adjust thenumber of sexual contactsper relationship
such that the average number of sexual contacts per year per host stayed
the same. Increasing the frequency of relationships increases the
maximum number of hosts that one host can infect, and decreases the
chance of transmission of the virus per relationship (Fig. 1D).

Relationship duration is not explicitly modeled: relationships are
treated as point events, and are therefore non-overlapping. The
resulting network can be described as a serial-monogamy dynamic
sexual contact network. Mother-to-child transfer of the virus is not
included in the model.

• Viral escape and reversion: thedominantwithin-host virus is replaced
by amutant in a selective sweep event. As a formalism forwithin-host
evolution we assume that all single-point escapemutation variants of
the pathogen exist in lownumbers in the quasi-species, and that these
variants compete with each other until one of the variants (which has
a fitness advantage over the current dominant virus sequence)
becomes the new dominant within-host variant (Asquith et al., 2006;
Althaus and de Boer, 2008). At that point this new dominant variant
forms the basis of a new quasi-species, and the process repeats itself.
Reversions of escape mutations (Davenport et al., 2008) are
implemented in the same way, but now the dominant virus sequence
is replaced by a fitter mutant virus which has reverted one of the
escape mutations (acquired in previous hosts) that was no longer
beneficial to maintain.

Viruses are implementedas a strings of 3000 letters,which represent
their amino acid sequence, and parts of which (the epitopes) can be
recognized by the antigen presentation pathway of the host. The fitness
of a virus is expressed as its log viral load V and is described by the
equation

V = max 0;Vmax−0:2E−0:05Mð Þ; ð3Þ
polymorphism prevents pathogens from adapting to the antigen
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Fig. 1. A: Theexponential distributionofMHCallele frequencies for bothHLA-AandHLA-B,fitted to the2-digit allele frequencies in the Europeanpopulation (Sayers et al., 2009). B: The relation
between log viral load during the chronic phase, and the transmission chance during a relationship of 2 years (dotted lines) and the transmission chance per sexual contact (solid line).
Relationships that start during the acute phase of the disease have a higher transmission chance as during the acute phase the viral load is temporarily increased by2 logs. C: A survival curve for
hosts infected at age 20 with a non-evolving virus, for different viral loads. Black lines are simulated data, and grey lines are observed data, redrawn from Lavreys et al. (2006), Fig. 1. D: The
relation between log viral load (during the chronic phase), and the transmission chance during a relationship, for relationships of different length.
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where E is the number of recognized CTL epitopes, andM is the number
of mutations that the virus carries. For every unique CTL epitope that a
host can recognize, the maximum viral load is decreased by 0.2 log
(Kiepiela et al., 2007), and for every mutation that the virus carries, the
viral load is decreased by 0.05 log. A virus has a minimum log viral load
of 0, and a maximum log viral load Vmax of 7 (i.e. 107 copies per
ml blood). The viral load is increased by 2 logs during the acute phase of
the disease (Piatak et al., 1993; Costin, 2007), which lasts for three
months. The exact values for the costs and benefits of escape mutations
only have a limited impact on themodel outcome, while the escape and
reversion rates of the virus have a much larger impact (see Sensitivity
analysis, Results section).

By escaping the presentation of epitopes and reverting obsolete
escape mutations, pathogens can increase their infectiousness during
within-host evolution (Eq. (2)), but also impair their reproductive
potential by increasing the death rate of their host (Eq. (1)). Limiting
the within-host viral quasi-species to a single dominant virus
sequence makes it possible to model within-host evolution of the
virus in a computationally non-intensive way, and fits with recent
observations that in 80% of the newly infected HIV-1 patients, a single
viral sequence is the founder strain (Salazar-Gonzalez et al., 2009).
Please cite this article as: Schmid, B.V., et al., Quantifying how MHC
presentation pathway, Epidemics (2010), doi:10.1016/j.epidem.2010.05
Antigen presentation pathway

The classical MHC-1 antigen presentation pathway can be
described as three filters (proteasome, TAP and MHC class I) that
are applied to intracellular proteins. The pathway tests which
peptides in a protein can successfully pass through all three filters,
and thus be presented as CTL epitopes on the cell surface (Tenzer
et al., 2005; Groothuis et al., 2005). Although current algorithms can
accurately model this pathway for a large number of MHC alleles
(Larsen et al., 2005; Tenzer et al., 2005), we have opted for a simpler
and computationally faster approach, and represent the proteasome,
TAP and MHC alleles by regular expressions with different specifi-
cities. Regular expressions are commonly used to search for
complicated text patterns, and can efficiently locate certain letter
combinations in a string of text.

The specificity of the regular expressions is made tomatch those of
proteasome, TAP and MHC molecules (Burroughs et al., 2004; Tenzer
et al., 2005; Assarsson et al., 2007; Burgevin et al., 2008) by limiting
the set of letter combinations that can be recognized on each position
in the regular expression (Fig. 2). The regular expressions are
generated by starting with a fully generic filter, and then randomly
polymorphism prevents pathogens from adapting to the antigen
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removing amino acids from random positions in the regular
expression, until the desired specificity was reached. If the reduction
process would result in a too low specificity of the regular expression,
amino acids would be randomly added again, etc., until we were
within 5% of the specificity that we were looking for (e.g., a specificity
of 5% would have an acceptable range of 4.75–5.25%). This process
generates regular expressions as those that can be seen in Fig. 2, in
which some positions of the regular expression are more specific than
the other positions, and thus somewhat resemble the anchor residues
of real motifs.

Unlike the actual molecules, the regular expressions used in the
model are binary: they either accept a particular amino acid on a
particular position, or they do not. Therefore, the binding pattern of the
proteasome, TAP and MHC regular expressions in the model cannot be
modeled to exactly match the binding patterns of their biological
counterparts. The specificity of the MHC molecules is thought to be in
the range of 1–5% of all peptides of length 9 (Assarsson et al., 2007). In
themodelwe use a specificity of 0.5%±0.025,which combines both the
MHC specificity as well as an unknown “dominance factor” that
determines which of the presented CTL epitopes in a host will become
immunodominant. The dominance factor is scaled in such a way that it
reduces the average number of immunodominant CTL epitopes in the
wildtype virus in a random host to approximately 15 (Assarsson et al.,
2007; Kotturi et al., 2008).

No effort was made to ensure a particular degree of coevolvedness
between themanyMHC alleles on the one hand, and the proteasome and
TAP on the other hand (Kesmir et al., 2003), but we did ensure that the
monomorphic proteasome and TAP filters in the model had a combined
specificity of 25%±1.25%, e.g. in the model 23.75–26.25% of the peptides
of length 9 can be recognized by both the proteasome and TAP filters.

In our in silico antigen presentation pathway, each possible peptide of
length9 in the virus proteomeof length3000 is tested on its ability to pass
through the proteasome, TAP andMHC filters (Fig. 2). Virus peptides that
can pass through the proteasome, TAP and at least one of theMHC alleles
of a host are collected, and the unique set of peptides in this collection is
counted as the number of dominant CTL epitopes, E, that the host
responds against.

MHC promiscuity (Frahm et al., 2007), other than the promiscuity
expected by chance between the randomly generatedMHCmolecules is
not in the model. Neither are MHC supertypes in the model, other than
that we estimated the degree of MHC polymorphism that we use in the
simulations from 2-digit MHC allele types, which may contain multiple
4-digit MHC alleles in reality.
Fig. 2. Three pattern filters (implemented with regular expressions) acting as the proteasom
biological counterparts in specificity, but are otherwise randomly generated. The proteasom
specificity of 0.05%, which represents a combination of the specificity of the MHC molecul
epitope. Highlighted regions indicate which amino acids on a particular position match al
counted as immunodominant CTL epitopes. For visual clarity, this example features an ami

Please cite this article as: Schmid, B.V., et al., Quantifying how MHC
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Implementation

The model is implemented in Clojure 1.1, a modern dialect of lisp
which is especially suitable for multithreaded programs (http://
clojure.org). The source code is available upon request.

Results

Model

To study the potential of viruses like HIV-1 to adapt to the antigen
presentation pathway of a host population, we constructed an
agent-based model of a host population infected with a chronic
virus.We kept track of the level of adaptation that this virus reached to
the monomorphic proteasome and TAP, and to the polymorphic MHC
alleles in the host population.

The model itself is simple in design: a host population is created,
from which members are randomly selected and subjected to one of
four events: procreation, death, within-host adaptation of the virus,
and infection of another host during a relationship. This cycle of
selecting hosts and applying events to them is then repeated for as long
as the simulation runs.

Hosts are defined by their age, their time since infection (if infected),
and their antigen presentation pathway. The latter consists of a
proteasome molecule, a TAP molecule, and four MHC molecules. Each
of these molecules is implemented as a pattern filter which only
recognizes a subset of peptides. The specificity of each of these filters
matches the estimated specificity of their biological counterparts
(Fig. 2, and Burroughs et al., 2004; Tenzer et al., 2005; Assarsson et al.,
2007; Burgevin et al., 2008). A full description of how the antigen
presentation pathway was implemented is available in the Materials
and methods section.

Viruses are represented as a string of letters, and are tested against
the antigen presentation pathway of the host to determine the number
of CTL epitopes that the virus carries (i.e. the number of substrings that
can pass through the filters of the current host). The number of unique
CTL epitopes that the virus carries, E, as well as the number of amino
acid mutations, M, that the virus carries compared to its wildtype
sequence determine the viral load (Eq. (3)). The viral load in turn
influences the chance that a host dies during a death event (Eq. (1),
Fig. 1C), and the chance that transmission of the virus occurs during
infection events (Eq. (2), Figs. 1B, D). During escape and reversion
events, one of the mutants in the quasi-species within a host will
e, TAP and MHC steps of the Ag presentation pathway of a host. The filters match their
e and TAP filters are selected to have a combined specificity of 25%. The MHC filter has a
e itself, and the MHC specific chance that a presented peptide is an immunodominant
l three filters. Peptides like DEIGCHEHC can be recognized by all three filters, and are
no acid alphabet of 8 letters only. The model uses an alphabet of 20 amino acids.

polymorphism prevents pathogens from adapting to the antigen
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become the new dominant sequence, if it has a higher fitness than the
resident virus sequence (Eq. (3)). In this way the virus adapts to its
current host. The model is described in full detail in the Materials and
methods section.

The model was initialized with a host population at its maximum
population size of 5000 hosts between age 15 and 100, with monomor-
phicproteasomeandTAPmolecules, andanMHCpolymorphismmodeled
after that of the European population (Fig. 1A). 5% of the population was
inoculated with a wildtype virus sequence that was randomly generated
at the start of the simulation. After 1200 timesteps (i.e. 100 years), the
simulation was stopped. With this model we tracked the adaptation of a
virus to its current host (Fig. 3), and distinguished between adaptation to
themonomorphicproteasomeandTAP, and thepolymorphicMHCalleles.
Fig. 3. Transmission chain of a virus through the host population. Each panel represents a
numbers refer to the HLA-A alleles of the host, the second two to its HLA-B alleles). The time s
CTL epitopes (black lines) is shown on the vertical axis and ranges from 0 (virus carries as ma
to this host, and carries no epitopes anymore). The initial level of adaptation at time 0 indica
virus has reached to the whole host population. The dashed and dotted lines indicate what f
proteasome and TAP filters (epitope precursor escapes), or the MHC filter (MHC-binding esca
to the next host.

Please cite this article as: Schmid, B.V., et al., Quantifying how MHC
presentation pathway, Epidemics (2010), doi:10.1016/j.epidem.2010.05
Within and between-host evolution

The adaptationof a virus to the antigen presentation (MHCclass I) or
antigen processing (proteasome and TAP)machinery was visualized by
tracking a single virus as it passes from one host to the other (Fig. 3).
During these passages, the fraction of epitopes in the virus that carried
escapemutations, out of all the epitopes that the host could recognize in
the wildtype sequence was monitored (black line), as well as the
relative number ofwildtype CTL epitopes that had escaped presentation
in the host due to MHC-binding escape mutations (dashed line) or due
to antigen processing escapemutations (dotted line). Note that a single
epitope can carry an escapemutation that affects bothMHCbinding and
epitope precursor processing at the same time.
host, and carries a label with its 4 MHC alleles, identified by a number (the first two
ince infection is plotted on the horizontal axis, and thewithin-host level of adaptation to
ny epitopes as the wildtype virus would have in this host) to 1 (the virus is fully adapted
tes how pre-adapted a virus is to this host, and reflects the level of adaptation that the
raction of the wildtype virus' epitopes have escaped due to mutations that affected the
pes). Arrows indicate the moment in the infection where the host transmitted the virus

polymorphism prevents pathogens from adapting to the antigen
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Within hosts, the virus predominantly adapted to the most specific
step of the antigen presentation pathway, i.e. the binding of epitope
precursors to any of the MHC alleles in the host (dashed lines). Escapes
that affected the processing of epitope precursors were relatively rare.
The first two hosts shown in Fig. 3 were the third and fourth host that
the virus infected since the start of the epidemic. These two hosts had
identical human leukocyte antigen A (HLA-A) molecules. As a result,
many of the escape mutations that the virus accumulated in the first
host were also functional escapemutations in the second host, and thus
the virus started itswithin-host adaptation to the second host relatively
pre-adapted. The virus carried no pre-adaptations for the third host
shown in Fig. 3, and therefore the virus began itswithin-host adaptation
from a fully unadapted starting point. A few decades later in the
epidemic, the transmission chain continued to show this pattern
(bottom half, Fig. 3), in which viruses sometimes carried many, and
sometimes few or no adaptations to the new hosts they infected
(sixth host, Fig. 3). This is not because the virus had never before
adapted to the MHC molecules of some of these hosts, but because the
virus had notmaintained the adaptations to theMHCmolecules of these
hosts. The virus is limited in its accumulation of escape mutations for
dominant CTL epitopes by its maximum escape rate of 1/3 per month,
but also by its reversion rate of 1/6 per month. Furthermore, the virus
has to deal with fitness constraints on how many escape mutations to
immunodominant epitopes it can harbor at the same time (±16 in this
simulation), without lowering its fitness so much that it cannot be
transmitted anymore (Fig. 1B, Eq. (3)).
Fig. 4. Virus level of pre-adaptation to the host population reaches a quasi-steady state in le
duplicate runs in grey). Most of the pre-adaptations that the virus carries after reaching the q
amount of mutations (also) affect epitope precursors (dotted line). Changing the parameters
reversion rate per month from their defaults (black dots) shows the sensitivity of the mod

Please cite this article as: Schmid, B.V., et al., Quantifying how MHC
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Viral adaptation approaches a quasi-steady state

In the previous section, we followed a single virus through its
subsequenthosts, andsawhowit continuously adapted to its currenthost,
yet only reached a limited level of pre-adaptation to new hosts that it
infected.

In this section, we looked at the adaptation of all virus variants in the
population from the start of the epidemic and onwards. As the virus
adapted to the population, the average level of pre-adaptatedness to the
CTL epitopes in a newly infected host increased at first, but stabilized in
less than 40 years at a level of 35% of the epitopes (Fig. 4, top left panel,
solid black line).Most of the escaped epitopesweredue toMHC-binding
escape mutations that were present in the infecting virus (86%, dashed
line), but a significant fraction of the escaped epitopes was (also)
affected by epitope precursor escape mutations (29%, dotted line). The
ratio of epitope precursor escape mutations to MHC-binding escape
mutations was on average 0.35 to 1.

A sensitivity analysis for four parameters of themodel (fitness cost of
mutations, frequency with which new relationships are established
between hosts, and the rates at which mutations accumulate and
reversions occur) showed how both the fraction of pre-adapted CTL
epitopes (Fig. 4), and the time until a quasi-steady state was reached
(Fig. 5), would change in response to changes in the parameter settings.
A faster mutation rate (Fig. 4) did not result in a much higher level of
adaptation, indicating that theviruswasnot limitedby itsmutation rate,
but by the reversion rate of obsolete escape mutations. A slower
ss than 4 decades, and is limited to approximately 35% (top left panel, black line, with 9
uasi-steady state are mutations that escapeMHC binding (dashed line), but a significant
for mutation cost, number of new relationships per month, mutation rate per month or
el outcome to the parameter settings. Each dot represents a simulation.

polymorphism prevents pathogens from adapting to the antigen
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reversion rate did result in a higher level of adaptation, and at very slow
reversion rates, the level of adaptationbecame limitedby thefitness cost
of accumulated escape mutations (Eq. (3)). Similarly, decreasing the
fitness costs of escape mutations increased the level of adaptation that
the virus reached to the host population, but the reversion process
prevented the virus from accumulating a large number of escape
mutations. The years it took for the virus to approach a quasi-steady
state wasmost sensitive to the reversion rate and the fitness cost of the
escape mutations (Fig. 5). However, for all parameter settings, most of
the adaptation happenedwithin the first 4 decades of the epidemic. The
ratio of epitope precursor escape mutations to MHC-binding escape
mutations was largely unaffected by the parameter sweeps and ranged
from 0.3 to 1, to 0.4 to 1 (data not shown).

Over the course of the epidemic, the population size dropped to±60%
of the original population size, and the average age of individuals drops
from50 to21 years. In thequasi-steady state,±66%of thepopulationwas
infected with the virus. This is a higher prevalence than the maximum
prevalence that has been observed thus far for HIV-1 (42% in Swaziland;
Mathunjwa and Gary, 2006), and close to an earlier estimate of the
quasi-steady stateprevalenceofHIV-1 (70%; vanBallegooijenet al., 2003).
In 92% of the 170 simulations shown in Fig. 4, the prevalence fell between
45% and 73%. Prevalences that were lower than 45% or higher than 73%
Fig. 5. The time until the level of adaptation of the virus reaches a quasi-steady state. Four d
sensitivity of the model outcome to parameter changes. The solid grey lines represent the h
new relationship frequency, 1/1 for mutation rate, 1/1 for reversion rate). As the lines becom
dotted line representing the parameter values of 0.01, 1/60, 1/24 and 1/24, respectively.

Please cite this article as: Schmid, B.V., et al., Quantifying how MHC
presentation pathway, Epidemics (2010), doi:10.1016/j.epidem.2010.05
occurred only at the lowest (1/60) and highest (1/12) number of new
relationships per host permonth, respectively,which is an intuitive result.

Effect of MHC polymorphism on adaptation

When a virus is transmitted to a new host, the immune selection
pressure on the virus shifts to a new subset of epitope precursors, due to
the MHC polymorphism and relatively high specificity of MHC class I
molecules. Epitopeprecursor escapemutations that are no longer under
selection pressure can revert to the wildtype sequence (Friedrich et al.,
2004; Barouch et al., 2005; Herbeck et al., 2006; Goonetilleke et al.,
2009). In Schmid et al. (2008) we postulated that this intermittent
exposure of epitopeprecursors iswhat preventedHIV-1 from efficiently
exploiting the monomorphic proteasome and TAP molecules.

The proteasome and TAP filters in the model have a combined
specificity of 25%, which means that on average 3 out of 4 mutations in
an epitope will result in an epitope precursors escape mutation. In
simulations with a realistic MHC allele frequency distribution (Fig. 4),
we found that after 4 decades of viral evolution, a slightly higher fraction
(29%) of the escapedepitopeswere epitope precursor escapemutations.
The small difference between the expected and observed fraction
suggested that in this host population, the immune selection pressure
ifferent parameters were changed from HIV-like settings (black lines) to determine the
ighest parameter values for the four tested parameters (0.1 for mutation cost, 1/12 for
e more dotted, they represent lower parameter values (as listed in Fig. 4), with the fully
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on the virus to adapt to the monomorphic proteasome and TAP was
relatively small.

By altering the degree ofMHCpolymorphism in the host population,
we could manipulate the selection pressure on the virus to adapt to the
monomorphic components of the antigen presentation pathway, and
determine how the total level of adaptation that a virus could reach to
the populationwas affected by theMHCpolymorphism (Fig. 6). In these
simulations in which we varied the MHC polymorphism, the MHC
alleles had equal frequencies in the host population.

We express the immune selection pressure on the virus to adapt to
the proteasome and TAP as the ratio of epitope precursor escape
mutations to MHC-binding escape mutations. At the lowest degrees of
MHC polymorphism, the virus was very well adapted to the host
population, and carried escape mutations for most of the dominant CTL
epitopes in the host population (Fig. 6, white bars). Its ratio of epitope
precursor escapemutations toMHC-binding escapemutationswas 0.32
to 1 (Fig. 6, dashed line). Increasing the degree of MHC polymorphism
resulted in a lower overlap in shared CTL epitopes between subsequent
hosts (Fig. 6, solid line), and the virus could only reach a limited level of
adaptation to the host population. Unexpectedly, the ratio of epitope
precursor escape mutations to MHC-binding mutations saturated at a
ratio of 0.38 to 1 with an increasing degree of MHC polymorphism,
indicating that theMHC polymorphism had little effect on the selection
pressure on the virus to adapt to the monomorphic components of the
antigen presentation pathway. Apparently, as a result of the high
specificity of MHC molecules in binding dominant CTL epitopes (0.5%),
the chance that theMHCmolecules of two subsequent hosts were using
the same epitope precursors was a limiting factor for the virus in its
ability to adapt to the proteasome and TAP filters.

To study a parameter regime in which MHC molecules were more
frequently sharing epitope precursors, we reduced the length of the virus
genome sixfold to 500aa, and increased the specificity of MHCmolecules
from 0.5% to 3.0%. In this parameter regime, the ratio of epitope precursor
toMHCbinding escapes ranged from0.46 to 1 at lowMHCpolymorphism
to 0.74 to 1 at a high degree of MHC polymorphism. The difference
between the two parameter regimeswasmost pronounced in the level of
pre-adaptation at high degrees of MHC polymorphism. In the original
parameter regime the fraction of epitopes in the virus that was
pre-adapted was 17% at an MHC polymorphism of 40 alleles per locus
Fig. 6. The degree of MHC polymorphism affects the quasi-steady state level of
pre-adaptation that the virus reaches (i.e. the fraction of CTL epitopes for which the
virus carries escape mutations at the time of infection of a new host). Increasing the
number of MHC alleles in the host population increases the fraction of pre-adapted CTL
epitopes (white bars). These adaptations can be either due to precursor escapemutations,
that escape the proteasome or TAP filter (black bars),MHC-binding escapemutations, that
escape the MHC filter (grey bars), or both. Each bar is the average of 10 simulations. The
ratio of epitope precursors toMHC-binding escape is plotted as a dashed line. The average
overlap inCTL epitopes in thewildtype virus that subsequenthosts can recognize is plotted
as a solid line, and shows how an increase inMHC polymorphism affects the continuity of
the immune selection pressure on epitopes.
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(Fig. 6, white bars), whereas in this parameter regime the fraction of pre-
adapted epitopes reached 33% (data not shown).

Summarizing, even in conditions that strongly favored the virus to
adapt to the proteasome and TAP, we find no massive adaptation to
these monomorphic molecules. Under all conditions tested, the
majority of the adaptations in the virus were escape mutations that
affected the MHC-binding filter.

Discussion

Viruses canescapeCTL responsesbyacquiringmutations thatabrogate
thebindingofCTLepitopes to theMHCclass Imolecules of thehost.Due to
the high degree of MHC polymorphism in the human population, such
mutations typically no longer have a selective advantage for the virus
when it is transmitted to a new host. However, efficient CTL epitope
presentation also depends on two monomorphic components of the
antigen presentation pathway, the proteasome and TAP. In an MHC
polymorphic host population, viruses couldbeunder selectionpressure to
adapt to these monomorphic components (Brander et al., 1999;
Yokomaku et al., 2004), as a single epitope precursor escape mutation
would prevent the formation of epitope–MHC complexes that depend on
that particular epitope precursor in all hosts.

In this paper we tested the ability of an HIV-1 like virus to adapt its
genome to escape the presentation of CTL epitopes in a host population,
using an agent-based simulationmodel. Wewere especially interested in
the ratio of epitope precursor escape mutations to MHC-binding escape
mutations, to understand whether viruses were under strong selection
pressure to accumulate proteasome and TAP escape mutations in the
presence of a high MHC polymorphism. In our simulations, the virus
approached a quasi-steady state level of adaptation to its host population
in a few decades, whichwas limited by the reversion of escapemutations
that were no longer under selection pressure in its current hosts, and by
the fitness cost of the escape mutations that it had accumulated (Figs. 4
and 5). In this quasi-steady state, the ratio of epitope precursor escapes to
MHC-binding escapes in the virus remained close to their expected values
(based on the specificity of the proteasome, TAP and MHC molecules of
the hosts), indicating that there was only a small amount of selection
pressure on the virus to adapt to themonomorphic proteasome and TAP.
Even when we increased the degree of MHC polymorphism in the host
population (Fig. 6), the selection pressure on the virus to adapt to the
monomorphic components of the antigen presentation pathway
remained limited: the presence of anMHCpolymorphism in combination
with the high specificity of theMHC class I molecules reduced the shared
usage of the epitope precursors between different hosts to a too low level
for the virus to exploit the monomorphic properties of the proteasome
and TAP alleles.

Recently, there have been reports that the number of epitopes in
HIV-1 is gradually decreasing over time (Kawashima et al., 2009;
Vider-Shalit et al., 2009), suggesting that HIV-1 has not yet reached a
quasi-steady state. Kawashimaet al. (2009) reported that between1983
and 2008, the frequency of a particular mutation in the HIV-1 protein
reverse transcriptase (RT I135X), which affects the presentation of an
HLA-B*51 CTL epitope, increased from 21% to 70% in HLA-B*51-negative
patients. It could be that the observed accumulationof escapemutations
is not due to an ongoing process of accumulation in HIV-1 since it was
introduced in the human species, but reflects a more recent change in
the MHC allele frequencies that the virus encountered. The HIV-1 virus
was introduced in Japan in 1983 through Japanese hemophiliacs that
were infected with HIV-1 from blood plasma imported from the USA
(Shimizu et al., 1992),where the prevalence of HLA-B*51 is lower (12%)
than in Japan (22%) (Kawashima et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 2006). By
2008, the HIV-1 virus would have had 25 years to adapt to the MHC
allele frequency distribution of the Japanese population, and therefore
an increase in the I135X escape variantmutation is to be expected, even
if the virus would have reached a quasi-steady state level of adaptation
in 1983 in the USA. Whether this change in local MHC frequencies is
polymorphism prevents pathogens from adapting to the antigen
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sufficient to explain the observed increase in the RT I135X escape
variant is unclear. Based on the above explanation for the increase of the
RT I135X escape variant, we would predict that epitope escape variants
forMHCalleles that are common in theUSA, but are rare in Japan,would
have decreased in frequency between 1983 and 2008 in Japanese HIV-1
infected patients.

Our simulations showed that an HIV-1 like virus could reach a
quasi-steady state level of adaptation to a host population with a
realistic MHC allele frequency distribution in a few decades
(Fig. 5, b40 years), and outlines the parameters that this time till
quasi-steady state depends on. In Schmid et al. (2008), we observed no
significant decrease in thenumber of epitopeprecursors or CTL epitopes
in HIV-1 class B during the last 30 years, which fits the simulation
results, as the introduction of HIV-1 group M is estimated to have
occurred around 1910 (Worobey et al., 2008) or 1930 (Korber et al.,
2000). Moreover, the simulations in this paper start with a wildtype
virus that is randomly generated and fully unadapted to the host
population, whereas HIV-1 is related to and likely originated from the
SIVcpz virus in the chimpanzee subspecies Pan troglodytes troglodytes
(Keele et al., 2006), to which it has adapted over a few centuries
(Wertheim and Worobey, 2009). Humans and chimpanzee are closely
related, and chimpanzee orthologs of the active subunits of proteasome
and TAP1 have an amino acid sequence similarity of N98% (although
for three proteasomal subunits and TAP2 we have limited information,
as their annotation is not complete). Furthermore, the chimpanzee
proteasome and TAP appear to be functionally equivalent to their
human counterparts in experimental settings (Kimura et al., 2005;
Dugan and Hewitt, 2008). The amino acid sequence similarity of
MHC class I molecules between humans and chimpanzee orthologs is
also over 98% (Anzai et al., Jun, 2003), and share similar binding motifs
(Hoof et al., 2008). It therefore is likely that at least some of the
adaptations that SIVcpzmade to the chimpanzee hostwere carried over
when the virus jumped to the human species, giving HIV-1 a head start
in adapting to the human population, compared to the simulations in
the model.

One concept that ismissing in themodel is the possibility for the virus
to create compensatory mutations, i.e., the ability to lower the mutation
cost of escape mutations by additional mutations (Nijhuis et al., 1999;
Leslie et al., 2005). This type ofmutation could decrease the reversion rate
of the virus, as the virus might be locked into a local fitness optimum,
which slows down or prevents reversion of the escape mutation
(Schneidewind et al., 2009). In the simulation, a lower reversion rate of
escapemutations predominantly affected the level of pre-adaptation that
the virus could reach (Fig. 4). However, if epitope precursor escape
mutations andMHC-binding escape mutations differ in their ability to be
locked in by compensatory mutations, it could skew the ratio of epitope
precursors escape mutations to MHC-binding escape mutations,
promoting the accumulation of one over the other.

Summarizing, in the presence of an MHC polymorphism, the high
specificity of the MHC class I molecules reduces the shared usage of
epitope precursors between different hosts to a low level. As a result,
the selection pressure on the virus to adapt to the monomorphic
proteasome and TAP is relatively small, which explains the low level
of adaptation of viruses to the proteasome and TAP, despite the
fact that these two steps of the antigen presentation pathway are
monomorphic.
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